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US-UK international student research in robust 
control of quantum networks 

• People (students, postdoc, faculty) involved 
• Venue: Wales, United Kingdom 
• First week program in Cardiff: spintronics control 

• Second week program in Swansea: photonics 
• Products 

– Classical versus quantum fundamental limitations 
– Structurally uncertain quantum network robustness 

• Social (or aerospace?) activity: Wales Air show 
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US Students, postdoc participants 

“Carrie [Weidner] comes to Bristol with the 
ultimate goal of developing a quantum gas 
microscope with two orthogonal axes of high-
resolution imaging for use in quantum simulation, 
but she plans to start with an ultracold atom setup 
that will be used (among other things) to study 
robust quantum control.”  

Emily Reed, 
Ph.D. student, 

Univ. of South. Calif. 

Benjamin Sheller 
Postdoc, Rutgers Univ., 

Consultant, Iowa State Univ. 

Jonathan Monroe 
microelectronics physicist at  

Eliav Maas 
System engineer,  

startup 

Carrie Weidner 
Ph.D., U. Col., Boulder, 
Postdoc, Aarhus Univ.,  

Denmark 
 

 
 
Senior lecturer 



“I enjoyed the experience very much. The environment was very conducive for learning and 
exploring ideas, and especially the chance to engage with each other outside of the formal lecture 
environment was very useful. I would highly recommend the experience to others, or take 
advantage of it again if able. I am still in semi-regular contact with several of the other 
participants, and hope to work more with them in the future, as a result of the discussions we had 
at the time.” 

Benjamin Sheller, 
Postdoc, Rutgers University 

“I am grateful to have had the opportunity to attend the international robust quantum control 
workshop in the UK in 2019. Not only did I learn a lot about the foundations of robust quantum 
control, but I also was able to form relationships with new colleagues in this area of research. Out 
of this, we were able to write and submit a tutorial paper that outlines robust quantum control 
for new researchers and overviews the current challenges in this exciting area of study. I look 
forward to continuing to research in this area and collaborate with my colleagues.” 

Emily Reed,  
Ph.D. student, Univ. of South. California 

US Students personal statements 

“The ASI was a phenomenal opportunity to learn from experts I would have otherwise not had the 
pleasure of meeting. The subjects we covered opened incredible opportunities in my current 
position, and I have benefitted immensely from the experience of learning alongside my new peers. 
The fact that we were able to publish a paper based on our discussions is an apt testimony to the 
depth of learning and productivity that I enjoyed at ASI.” 

Jonathan Monroe, 
Microelectronics physicist at Boeing 



“In many ways the ASI was a highlight of my postdoc. It was excellent to connect with students, 
postdocs, and professors in robust control, a field that I was (and still am) quite new to. I 
bonded immediately with my peers and truly enjoyed the balance of study and leisure that the 
program provided, because this facilitated discussion amongst all of us—even resulting in a 
paper under review. The collaboration that I have built up as a result of the ASI is, without a 
doubt, one of my most productive in terms of measurable research outputs and sheer 
enjoyment, and I am very grateful to have taken part.” 
 

Dr. Carrie Weidner 
Lecturer, Bristol University 

US postdoc personal statement 



British student participants 

Anastasia Ugaste, 
Software engineer/ 

HP computing 

Benedict Uttley, 
Bioinformatician/ 

Computational Biologist 

Max Chandler, 
Site reliability engineer 

Chris Davis-Jenkins, 
Postdoc  

at Johns Hopkins 
specializing in 

Magnetic Resonance 
spectroscopy 
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Anne Boden 
Welch tech  
entrepreneur 

Iain Maxted, 
Founder  
Guardian Global  
Technologies 
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New pitch in  
quantum control 

First Week Program in Cardiff  



Spin coupling uncertainty: Mostly anti-classical behavior, 
especially Anderson localization                        

( ) ( )
proj ( ): min OUT ( ) OUT ( )t

te t e t tϕ
ϕ= − Ψ << − Ψ

The hint for this apparently aberrant behavior is a discrepancy between the 
classical and the quantum concept of error: 

F. C. Langbein, S. G. Schirmer and E. Jonckheere, “Static bias controllers for XX spin-1/2 rings,” Data set, figshare, 
DOI:10.6084/m9.figshare.3485240.v1, July 3, 2016. 
E. Jonckheere, S. Schirmer and F. Langbein , “Jonckheere-Terpstra test for nonclassical error versus log-sensitivity 
relationship of quantum spin network controllers, International Journal of Robust and Nonlinear Control, 28, pp. 2383-2403, 
2018. arXiv:1612.02784 [math.OC]. 
S. Schirmer and E. Jonckheere and F. Langbein, “Design of feedback control laws for spintronics networks,” IEEE AC, 2018. 
arXiv:1607.05294. 



British and American students 
interacting during a coffee break 
in Cardiff University 

Professor Schirmer  
lecturing 



End of First Week Program in Chepstow  

Quantum dynamics is ergodic (there is Poincare recurrence of 
the minimum fidelity error.) 
Is it (exponentially?) mixing??? What is the distribution of the 
return time? Erlang?  

𝟏 − 𝓕 
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Second Week Program  
in Swansea 



Second Week Program  
in Swansea 
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Putting the students to work:  
Asking them to write a survey paper  
on quantum control 
with emphasis on robustness of 
quantum controllers under 
structured uncertainties [under 
review for Automatica] 



Robustness of quantum controllers—and its 
relation to the global phase—has been one of 
the primary foci of the Advanced Study 
Institute. 

“nature-made”  
fidelity criterion  
independent of global phase “man-made”  

energy and time criteria  
depending on global phase 



For such nonlinear measure  
as the concurrence  
(or entanglement) error,  
some form of the classical  
S+T=I limitation reappears! 
  

[To appear,  
IEEE Transactions  
on Automatic Control] 



The key-point of this article is a 
new—physically inspired—
measure that captures both 
the fidelity and its robustness. 
It is the p-Wasserstein distance 
between the ideal fidelity 
distribution, a Dirac δ1 at 1, and 
the probability density 𝑝ℱ of the 
fidelity ℱ subject to 
uncertainties: 

𝑊𝑝 𝑝ℱ , 𝛿1  

Monge- 
Kantorovich 

transport 

0 1 

ℱ 

fidelity error 
1/robust 



Conclusion? 

Confront models and models and reality 



Cold atoms in  
optical lattice 

Bose-Hubbard Digital  
Micro-mirror  

Device 

Control of 
Cold atoms 

Compare 
Consistent with 

, ?H F∆ ∆

If not, what  
did we miss? 

H∆

+ 

- 
Hamiltonian  
uncertainty 

Σ 
D∆

+ 

- 
Field uncertainty 
including  
Fresnel diffraction 

Σ 

Ψ

Models 
(rings, chains) 

Heisenberg 
Bias field D 

Control of  
models 

Ψ

IBM 
4-qubit platform 

??? 

Control of 
IBM qubits 

Ψ

Compare 
Consistent with 

, ?H F∆ ∆

If not, what  
did we miss? 

D∆

+ 

- 
Σ 

H∆

+ 

- 
Hamiltonian  
uncertainty 

Σ 

Addressing qubits  
on the pulse level 

Classical microwave 
port 

Classical optical port 

Need to revise actuation device, model? 

Need to revise actuation device, model? 

Compare 
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End Second Week Program  
in Swansea 
and end of Advanced Study Institute 

Red Arrows pilot reveals one key secret to not 
crashing into other jet planes. 

In control jargon, “formation control” 



The “canards” of the Eurofighter 
Typhoon  

making it supermaneuverable,  
but statistically unstable 

Demonstration of the Herbst maneuver 
A Fixed H∞ Controller for a 
Supermaneuverable Fighter Performing the 
Herbst Maneuver 
R. Y. CHIANG, M. G. SAFONOV,K. HAIGES,II K. 
MADDEN and J. TEKAWY  
A non-scheduled H∞ robust flight controller has 
been designed for a 
supermaneuverable fighter to fly the Herbst 
maneuver. The complete design 
approach and plant uncertainties are 
documented with detailed linear 
robustness analysis and nonlinear six degree-
of-freedom simulation. 



Thank you for your attention! 

Questions? 



https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.you
tube.com/watch?v=Mc62lEgg-
mg__;!!LIr3w8kk_Xxm!oWbJWQN4N4ZP7Ufm
0DQ1b-
5ktcgXlMl60_ozMwknnD9hi09ejOI3PmZqELos
RELBAoxGEFI-aWv2-Q$ 

Video clip of Prof. Schirmer’s statement 
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